Reprap wiring diagram

You should have both power supply plugs on the same side. Before plugging in the stepsticks,
place three jumpers under where each stepstick goes. If you are not using a dual extruder, you
will likely have an empty socket. Note also that the stepper coils are numbered 1 and 2, with 1A
and 1B going to one coil, and 2A and 2B going to the second coil. Fix the electronics assembly
to the rear of the aluminum plate with three Arduino washers used to electrically insulate it. This
scheme shows the connection for X, Y, and Z min stops. If you have a Y max stop for instance,
then you would need to move the Y connection over one. We strongly recommend you to
protect each weld with heat shrink tubing or an insulating adhesive tape. NEMA 17 wires color
can change depending on the supplier and there is no risk in case of a wrong wiring. Indeed, the
wires are always associated in pairs one pair for each coil. The thermistor is not polarized. So
you can connect the PCB heatbed thermistor and the Extruder thermistor in both ways. The
main power supply wire is not included. You have to strip an end of a power cable and to
connect to the power supply L, N, G plugs. Make sure to do this operation properly. You have to
strip both ends, make sure to follow the scheme correctly. From RepRap. Jump to: navigation ,
search. Category : Prusa i3 Rework. Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source View history. This page was last edited
on 25 October , at Privacy policy About RepRap Disclaimers. Reprap Wiring Diagram â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal friends in the midst
of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance nearly the relative incline and promise
of devices and terminals upon the devices, to support in building or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would feint more detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
uses a more figurative notation to put emphasis on interconnections higher than subconscious
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make positive that
all the associates have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
do its stuff the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
enduring electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use tolerable symbols for wiring devices, usually exchange from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not unaided act out where something is to be
installed, but plus what type of device is instinctive installed. For example, a surface ceiling
blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling blithe has a swap symbol, and a surface
fluorescent roomy has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute fable and for
that reason get the various outlets. There are symbols that law the location of smoke detectors,
the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to embrace membership of the house to the public electrical supply
system. Wiring diagrams will in addition to include panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Wiring Diagram for Subs Wiring Diagram views. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. These sinking lines are indicated by an arrow. PWM frequency varies
depending the application and is user adjustable for controlled fans. MosFET may fail and stay
permanently conductive, in this case the connected element will go full power with the only
possibility to stop being to shutdown the power supply, which is only possible if the Power
Supply could be stopped via the PS-on signal. See Safety page. Signal shall never exceed 3.
Safety shall be provided in case of ground wiring fault. A solution is to add a safety diode. An
optocoupler shall be the safest solution. The signal line is connected to an on board LED see
schematic , so if endstops are electronic circuits, they shall be able to drain sufficient current
through the LED to rise signal to high. This shall be taken into account if using a voltage divider

to limit the signal voltage. The pinouts are on the back of the board V 0. There is more detail on
the pinouts on the Duet pinout page. Chamber heater use E1 output and thermistor input. The
back silkscreen on the Duet 0. Identical steppers shall turn in same direction. To have them
running in opposite direction, swap the wires of one coil. By example, you can swap yellow and
green wires on the Z2 stepper connector. From RepRap. Jump to: navigation , search. Category
: RepRap Firmware. Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in. Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views Read View source View history. This page was last edited on 1 June , at
Privacy policy About RepRap Disclaimers. If you are building the new machine, use the official,
and most up to date, instructions on the RepRapPro wiki here. What you are going to do is to
route those wires round the frame from each component to the controller, leaving a generous
extra length when the controller is reached and not at that time connecting the wire to the
controller. Then, when all the wires have been attached to the frame with cable ties, you will trim
them and make the final connections to the controller. You can route wires and attach them with
cable ties as you go. You will then have to clip off those cable ties when a new wire runs on the
same route and add a new one holding both wires. This is slightly wasteful, but easy.
Alternatively, hold all the wires temporarily with sticky tape when you route them. Then go
round the machine removing the tape and holding the wires with cable ties when all the wires
are in place. This is more fiddly, but more parsimonious. If you click on the pictures below, you
will be taken to a high-resolution version. This will help to make details clear. If you need to
identify wires there are quite a few then you can use the type of sticky tape called "invisible"
tape. This has a surface that you can write on with a felt-tipped pen. Just put a loop of tape
round the end of a wire and write "X-endstop" or whatever on the tape. You can either remove
your labels when everything is connected and tested neat or leave them on convenient if you
dismantle the machine later. Particularly useful is to tape together and label the five sets of four
motor wires at their ends furthest from their motors. This helps prevent tangles when you are
threading the wires, and you can easily identify them when you come to wire up the controller.
You will do serious damage to your RepRap electronics if the power is connected backwards.
Other damaging mistakes are to short out high-current devices like motors and heaters, and to
connect high-voltage devices like stepper drivers to signal inputs like temperature sensors. So in the sections below where it tells you to check things - please check them thoroughly. It is
worth taking the time Also important for the steps below: when attaching wires to screw
connectors, strip about 5mm of insulation off them, twist them between your fingers, and tin
them with solder. The tinning is needed for good contact, and to ensure that fraying does not
cause shorts. When wires leave a device like a motor or arrive at a connection like the screw
connectors on the controller leave a small slack length about 20mm long for strain relief - don't
have the wires taut. Finally, when making any changes to the wiring or any other electrical
aspect of the machine, first disconnect both the power and the USB. If you have purchased a
machine from RepRapPro, this is already been done for you. If not, or if they need adjusting for
any reason, this process is described here. In what follows you will find the routes of the
individual connections superimposed on this picture. It is taken from the back of the machine,
and the side of the machine on the picture's right is therefore the left side of the machine when
it is viewed from the front in its normal working position. Almost all the wiring runs down the
triangle threaded rod to the fore of the picture, and then along the triangle threaded rod at the
bottom. Attach the three U clips to the frame as shown. The controller board goes on the left
hand side of the machine at the front that is, the side of the frame that is on the same side as
the XLR power input connector, but at the other end. Using a sharp blade cut the 3mm
internal-diameter plastic tube into three pieces of equal length of about 7mm. These will form
spacers between the printed circuit board PCB of the controller and the U clips. In what follows
take great care that there are NO filaments of wire that are sticking out from twisted bundles.
These can cause shorts. Bare the high-current wire ends, and split each end in two equal
halves. Twist those halves separately. Solder the two from the wire with the black stripe the
Ground - GND wire to Pin 1 and the plug shell tab. The pin numbers are embossed on the plug.
Fit the XLR plug back in the machine. The picture above shows the route of the power wire
coloured cerise. Leave a small loop at the XLR plug free for strain relief. Attach it with tape or
cable clips to the bottom rung of the triangle, but leave the controller board end free for the
moment. The one going to the master controller board is mm long, and you will need another for
the slave controller that is 1m long. Wire one pair into the tab black stripe and Pin 2, and the
other to Pin 1 black stripe and Pin 3. You may need to remove a few strands from the wires to
reduce their diameter so they fit in the holes in the plug. Then short Pin 1 and the tab with a
small piece of thick wire. Do the same with Pins 2 and 3. Fit the XLR plug back in the machine
and run the shorter wire as described above. Run the longer wire along the bottom bar at the
back of the machine and forwards along the opposite side to the slave controller. Make sure

that the two free ends of this wire are separated. Wrap a little tape round the ends to insulate
them temporarily. Bare the ends of the two thin wires from the bed the thermistor wires and use
your meter to check the resistance between them. It should be about 10K ohms though this will
depend on room temperature. Push the meter probes in the ends of the thick wires the bed
heater PCB. The resistance should be about 1. Run the power wire and the thermistor signal
wire from the heated bed along the route shown. Cable-tie the two together where they loop free
in the air. As you can see, the loop joins the frame about half way up. Check that the bed of the
machine can run freely from one Y extreme to the other without the wires pulling taught and
without their catching on anything particularly the M5 screw that drives the Z axis. Run the X
motor wires along the route shown. The little bit of cerise colour along the X axis is for the X
endstop. That will be done later. Leave a generous loop in free air. Remember that the Z axis
has to be able to move up and down its full length. Run the Y motor wires along the route
shown. They attach to the bottom threaded rod of the frame at the back. The little bit of cerise
by the Y endstop switch is the wire for that. That will be done in a minute. The two Z motors are
wired in series as shown in the diagram above. It doesn't matter which motor in the diagram is
the left one and which the right - the result will be the same. To make the join bare about 10mm
of each wire. Put a short length of heatshrink on one. Form each end into a V blue wire , hook
them together, and then close the Vs red wire. Solder the join with the heatshrink further away
than shown - you don't want to shrink it prematurely. Move the heatshrink over the join and
shrink it with the hot barrel of the soldering iron don't use the tip - that will make a mess of
solder on the outside of the heatshrink. Cut the ends off the motor wires at the controller board
end. Make sure you leave a generous length on each to connect to the controller. If you taped
and labelled you motor wires, put new labels just on the motor sides of the cuts before you
make them. Connect your endstops using two wires each. It is a good idea to use a different
colour for each axis as this will make it easier to get the endstops connected to the correct
input. You should now have plenty of multi-colour wires trimmed from the stepper motors. The
diagram shows a switch with a lever. RepRapPro Mendel works equally well with levered and
un-levered microswitches. You will probably find it easiest to connect the wires to the endstops
with them removed from the machine. Unscrew the three h-shaped clips. For each endstop
switch, crimp or solder a terminal onto the end of the wires, then cover with some heatshrink to
insulate the terminal. Leave a reasonable loop between the switch and the frame - you may want
to adjust the position of the X endstop. Cable clip all the wires together where they loop free in
the air. Get all wires in the loop the same length for neatness Hint: don't pull the cable ties fully
tight. Then you can slide the wires through them to get everything neat before tightening. The Z
endstop wires run along the route shown. Leave a good loop from the switch to the point where
it first connects with the frame. You will need to adjust the height of the switch. The hot-end
ribbon cable should already be loosely wound round the PTFE filament feed tube. First make
sure that all the moving parts of the machine can move freely for their full travel without fouling
or snagging any of the wiring. Remember that the entire X axis has to be free to move vertically.
If you have attached all the wires with tape, now is the time to go round the machine cutting off
the tape don't cut the wires What you are going to do is to trim the wires to length, twist them,
tin them, and attach them to the appropriate screw connector. When a wire is in its connector
the insulation should abut but not enter the metal part of the connector. There should be no
bare wire visible. When you twist and tin the ends of the wires, put them in their connector to
check the length. If any are a little long, trim them with side cutters. Before you connect these,
check the wires' polarity. Separate about 30mm of the end of the two power wires don't get the
bed wires by mistake. Set your meter to read voltage. Connect the power supply into the XLR
plug on the frame and plug in the mains cable, but don't turn it on. Put the COM or Ground
probe of your meter on the copper at the end of the wire with the black stripe. Put the
Volts-Amps-Ohms probe on the copper in the plain wire. Turn on the mains. If it reads 0 or volts,
you have made a mistake - find it and fix it. Cut the wires to length so that they will reach the
power connector on the board. The GND black stripe wire goes to the top of the connector and
will have to be a little longer. Bare then ends of the wires and twist them tight. Tin them. Don't
use too much solder, or the result will be too fat to fit in the connector. Screw the wires into the
power connector. As mentioned the GND wire with the black stripe goes to the top, the plain
wire to the bottom. Don't do the power connector up tight - you are going to have to connect
something else to the same connector in a minute. This is the single most important electrical
connection in the machine. If you get it wrong expensive bad things will happen. Take a moment
to double check it. These go to the connector just above the power input connector. Again the
black stripe is the low voltage one and goes to the top. Connect the wires in exactly the same
way as the power wires, but do these ones up tight. Use a finger to support the back of the Melzi
PCB when you are tightening screws - don't let it bend. These go to the bottom connector. From

the bottom upwards the sequence is Black, Green, Blue, Red. These go to the connector above
the X motor connector. From the bottom upwards the sequence is Red, Blue, Green, Black that
is, the opposite of X; remember that it is the Y carriage that moves, whereas X and Z move the
head; therefore Y needs to turn backwards. These go to the connector above the Y motor
connector. These go to the connector above the Z motor connector. A reminder from when you
wired the hot end: the wires across the ribbon cable in order go like this:. The hot-end heater
resistor wires come in pairs - you will remember that you connected two to each end of the
resistor to get a good current carrying capacity. Split them off from the hot-end ribbon cable,
bare the ends, twist the pairs together, tin them, and fit them in the connector. The polarity
doesn't matter - you can connect them either way round. The connector above the hot-end
heater resistor wire connector labelled "fan" is not used. Don't connect the fan to it see below.
The X endstop wires connect to the connector above the unused connector. The Y endstop
wires connect to the connector above the X endstop connector. The Z endstop wires connect to
the connector above the Y endstop connector. The wires that run along with the bed power
wires connect the bed's temperature-measuring thermistor. They connect to the connector
above the Z endstop connector. There are two wires from the hot-end ribbon cable that connect
the hot-end temperature-measuring thermistor. They connect to the connector above the bed
temperature connector. The hot-end fan wires in the hot-end ribbon cable do not connect to the
terminals marked "fan" - those are for optional additional cooling. The hot-end fan wires
connect to the power connector in parallel with the power input so the hot-end fan is on all the
time. Make sure you get the polarity right. Trace them through by counting wires across the
ribbon cable. Tighten these screws firmly - this connector has to carry a large current.
Remember to support the back of the circuit board when you are tightening screws to stop it
bending. Never operate your RepRap without the fan connected and running. The extruder
needs the cooling at all times. Set your meter to measure resistance. Short the probe ends. You
may find particularly if your meter is not the most expensive one on the market that the reading
is not quite 0 ohms. Note down what it is - this is your meter's idea of a dead short. Add this
number to the low resistances given below. Put one probe on the casing of the XLR power
connector. Put the other on the cover of the SD card socket. The meter should read 0 ohms.
Now the most important check: plug the power supply into your RepRap and put the mains wire
on the power supply, but don't connect it to a mains socket. Measure the resistance between
the earth pin on the mains plug and the cover of the SD card socket. The meter should read 0
ohms, or at most a small fraction of an ohm. If it doesn't, you have made a mistake. Find it and
fix it before you do anything else. Measure the resistance between the two screws on the power
connector. This may start low and then rise. This is the capacitors in the circuit charging up
with the tiny current from the meter. It should level out at a few hundred ohms. Measure the
resistance between the two screws on the bed power connector. This should be about 1.
Measure the resistance between the two screws on the hot-end heater resistor connector. This
should be about 3 ohms. Make sure all the moving axes are not touching their endstop
switches. Check that each resistance on the X, Y and Z endstop connectors is 0 ohms. That is to
say the endstop switches should be closed. Press each switch in turn. The corresponding
resistance should rise to 5K ohms or more the resistance of the circuit components on the
controller board in parallel with the switch. Check the heated bed temperature sensor
connector. The resistance should be around 5 to 10 kilohms. This is not just the resistance of
the sensor. Other parts of the circuit on the controller board are in parallel with it. This should
be 0 ohms. From RepRap. Jump to: navigation , search. Navigation menu Personal tools Create
account Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source View history. This page
was last edited on 9 July , at Privacy policy About RepRap Disclaimers. The instructions below
show the fitting of the wiring. If in doubt, refer to this wiring diagram. RepRapPro Mendel 3
printer kits are supplied with pre-assembled wiring looms. Labelling the wires will also help! For
each axis, the Duet has 7 pins; 4 for the motor, three for the endstop when needed. Check with
the wiring diagram at the top of the page the orientation of the motor wire, and the exact pins it
plugs into. Remember Me. Lost your password? Username or E-mail:. Log in. Documentation
Contents 1 Goal 2 Wiring the printer 2. Especially with the motors, you risk damaging the motor
driver chip, and rendering the whole Duet board useless. This includes unplugging the motor
end of the loom, too. Pay particular attention when connecting the hot end heater and hot end
thermistor connectors. If you put them in the wrong place, 12V from the heater or fans can run
down the 3. We regard this mistake as a user error, and is NOT covered by the warranty. Check
your wiring! Share with friends: Facebook Twitter Google Reddit. Secured by. We accept. Cart
Checkout My Account Logout. Username Password Remember Me Lost your password?
Username or E-mail: Log in. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on
our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Read

more. By the end of this section, your Mendel 3 should be mechanically and electrically
complete, and ready for commissioning. Connect the heated bed loom at the Duet end. The
white wires can go into the screw terminal either way around; polarity is not important on the
heated bed. Make sure the ferrules are fully inserted in the screw terminals, and the screw
terminals are firmly tightened. The thin red wires connect to the pins next to the screw terminal,
and are for the bed thermistor. There is a hole on the edge of the lasercut bed insulator; thread
a cable tie through this, and use it to secure the loom to the bed as shown. The main part of the
loom should form a large loop. It needs to bend along the length of the loop, but without hinging
in one place â€” if it does, the wires will fatigue over time, and eventually break. Slide the Y
carriage back and forth, making sure the bed loom moves smoothly along the full range of the Y
axis. Note: It is very important that the bed loom is free to move. If it catches on anything, either
limit the movement of the bed loom at that point cable tie the loom in place , or protect it cover
the object, or loom, with Kapton tape, or something similar, so it can slide smoothly over it.
Check that the cable is free to move, and in good condition, regularly. This allows the supplied 4
screws to fit through easily. Check the Y-carriage makes contact with the endstop. Take the six
motor looms. Check the wiring order of the wires in the housings; if they have been assembled
incorrectly, the motor will not run correctly. Z1 and Y are the same length. Take the five motor
shields. Bend the first one, at 90 degrees along the score lines, as shown. You need four
left-handed ones, and one right-handed one. Compare the one you have bent to the picture, and
bend the other four appropriately. Try not to unbend them; they will fatigue and break after a
couple of attempts. For each of the motors, you will need to remove one of the screws, to attach
the shielding. Start with the Y motor, and remove the screw shown with a cross head
screwdriver. Take the Y motor loom the shortest except for the very short z3-motor-loom , and
connect it to the motor. Put a bend in the wire as shown. Secure with an M3x35mm cap head
screw. Finally, take a cable tie and put it around the loom, so the silver tape covering the end of
the loom is trapped in the cable tie, and makes good contact with the shielding. This ensures
the motor shielding is continuous, and very little electrical noise should escape. Connect the
looms to the other motors in a similar fashion. The extruder motor uses the next longest motor
loom. The proximity sensor is a small PCB, with four pins on the end of the board. Make sure
the sensor itself, the black part at the other end from the pins, is standing perpendicular to the
board; they can get bent over in transit. Push the two M3x16mm cap head screws through the
board, and put an M3 nut on each, on the back. Attach the proximity sensor to the X carriage to
the right of the hot end, through the two holes in the acrylic. Hold it in place with the other two
M3 nuts. The first M3 nuts space the PCB away from the acrylic. The sensor should be on the
side facing the X smooth rods. Connect the proximity sensor loom. It should be as the picture,
from left to right: green, blue, yellow, red. Red should be closest to the heatsink. The acrylic
heatsink spacer has two holes in it, for a cable tie to hold the loom. Secure the loom as shown,
making sure the loom is fully engaged on the sensor pins. Make sure the cable tie runs through
both holes in the acrylic, if you only use one the wire can twist and pull the cable loose.
Connect the hot end and fan looms. The six-wire loom connects to the hot end plug, the four
wire loom connects to the fans. The proximity loom is not fitted in this photo, but should be on
your machine. Cable tie the three looms Hot end, fan and proximity to the bowden tube. Ensure
the cable tie is on the loom side of the connectors rather than the hot end side. This provides
strain relief for the wires. The hot end looms run between the top threaded rods of the machine
and then cable ties to the threaded rod of the frame triangle closest to the electronicsâ€¦. Cable
tie the hot end looms, and the motor wires, lightly to the frame. Leave a generous loop you will
adjust this in the next steps to allow the X carriage to move back and forth, and up and down.
The Z axis plugs in on the lowest pins on the Duet. On Mendel 3, the z-axis is a special case; it
has two motors. The 5V regulator board has special pins. Connect the z3-motor-loom the
shortest as shown. Next is the Y axis motor loom. The proximity sensor loom has two
connectors. The longer wires reach across the board, and plug into two pins in the expansion
header. Check the wiring diagram at the top of the page to see exactly which pins. The hot end
loom also has two connectors, one with four wires and on with two. Again, check with the
wiring diagram above to get the correct pins. The hot end fan loom also has two connectors.
NOTE: the picture shows the red and yellow wires for the part cooling fan the wrong way
around. The wiring diagram, at the beginning of this page, is correct. The cover in place. All the
wires should sit in the slots in the enclosure perimeter, and the cover keeps them in contact for
good grounding, as well as supporting the wires. Without this, the Duet board will not be
supplied with power without the USB connected! Test the movement of the x-axis along the full
range of motion. Check the wires do not kink, or get caught. Attach the Y endstop and Y motor
looms in place with a couple of cable ties. Make sure the bed can pass by them, without hitting
them. Especially with the motors, you risk damaging the motor driver chip, and rendering the

whole Duet board useless. Wiring diagram The instructions below show the fitting of the wiring.
If in doubt, refer to this wiring diagram. Ormerod For CE compliance, shields need to be fitted to
the hot end, motor and heated bed connections. Again, it may be better to fit these shields, if
required, after the commissioning stage, as you may need access to the motor wiring. Note the
z-motor-shield is different from the other three. Component Qty Type motor-shield 3 Shielding
z-motor-shield 1 Shielding hotend-shield 1 Shielding heated-bed-shield 1 Shielding M3x30mm
cap head screw 3 Fastener M3x12mm cap head screw 3 Fastener M3x20mm cap head screw 2
Fastener M3x30 countersunk screw 1 Fastener M3 nut 5 Fastener Note the z-motor-shield is
different from the other three; it has an extra notch in it. Heated bed shield The heated bed
shield covers the connections on the heated bed. Fold it as shown. The bends are not quite 90
degrees. The top tab of the bed shield slides under the glass, but is supported at the sides by
the aluminium heat spreader. It is designed so it should not touch the heated bed terminals.
Underneath, it touches the shielding of the heated bed wiring loom. Make sure you check both!
If you have any problems, cover the heated bed connections with Kapton tape. This is a very
effective insulator â€” it was designed by NASA! Hot end enclosure Ormerod 2 Use 2 x M3x??
The M3 cap head screws self-tap into the acrylic fan spacer. Cable tie the looms to the end of
the hot end enclosure to secure them. The hot end connector shield is a simple square shape. It
uses 2 x M3x20mm cap head screws and 2 x M3 nuts. Fold it along the two scored lines, at 90
degrees. It fits over the hot end wiring connector, holding it tight. The wire shielding should
touch it at one end. Test the movement of the x-axis along the full range of motion. Check the
wires do not kink, or droop down below the nozzle. X motor shield Ormerod 2 Remove the
crosshead screw from the corner of the motor. Fit the shield in place using an M3x30mm cap
head screw. Secure the motor loom to the shield with a cable tie. The x-motor and extruder
motor shield fold the same way, so can be done together. They both use an M3x30mm cap head
screw, an M3x10mm cap head screw, and an M3 nut. Fold two motor shields as shown. Remove
the crosshead screw from the corner of the x-motor. Fit the shield over the motor wiring
connector as shown. The long M3 cap head screw holds the shield on the motor. Fold the cable
clamp over the end of the wire, so it holds the exposed shielding of the cable, and secure with
the M3x10mm cap head screw and M3 nut. Y motor shield Ormerod 2 Secure the motor loom to
the shield with a cable tie, as shown. You can also secure the Y endstop loom. The y-motor
shield uses just a single M3x30mm cap head screw. It folds in the opposite direction from the
x-motor and extruder-motor shield, as shown. As with the other shields, remove the screw from
the motor, and screw the shielding onto the back of the motor. Fold the shield up and around,
trapping the cable shielding. Z motor shield Ormerod 2 This shield is different from the other
three; the wiring loom path is straight, and there is a notch in the shield to fit around the Z lower
mount. Fit the shield in place using an M3x30mm countersunk screw. Make sure the shield does
not stick out below the foot of the Z lower mount, or the printer will not sit flat. The
z-motor-shield is different from the other motor shields; it has an extra notch in it. It uses an
M3x30mm countersunk screw, a M3x10mm cap head screw not shown , and an M3 nut not
shown. Fold the z-motor-shield as shown. The z-motor-shield is quite tricky to fit, to make sure
that the printer does not rest on it. Remove the motor screw, and attach the shield. It should
slide in around the motor connector, between the printed part. Another view of the connector.
Extruder motor shield Ormerod 2 This is the same shield as fitted to the X and Y motors, but
folds in the opposite direction from them. The extruder motor shield fits in a very similar way to
the x-motor. Remember Me. Lost your password? Username or E-mail:. Log in. Documentation
Contents 1 Wiring the printer 1. This includes unplugging the motor end of the loom, too. Pay
particular attention when connecting the hot end heater and hot end thermistor connectors. If
you put them in the wrong place, 12V can run down the 3. We regard this mistake as a user
error, and is NOT covered by the warranty. The hot end loom is a 6-wire loom, with two different
connectors on the end that connect to the Duet. The plug that connects to the hot end is 4-way;
the hot end heater uses two pairs of wires, to carry the current the heater requires. The
thermistor uses the other two wires. Plug the hot end loom into the hot end connector. Loop it
back along the x-axis arm, and through the hook in the extruder drive. Connect the hot end
loom to the Duet. Pay close attention when connecting the hot end loom to the Duet. Check
your wiring carefully with the wiring diagram. The fan loom is a 4-wire loom, with two different
connectors on the end that connects to the Duet. The plug that connects to the hot end is
4-way; two for each of the hot end fan and the part cooling fan. Loop it back along the x-axis
arm, and through the hook in the extruder drive, as you did with the hot end loom. This is
controlled by gcode, and turns on during a print. From the left, there should be two clear pins,
then the yellow wire, another pin covered by the housing, but not connected , then the white
wire. The hot end loom is an 8-wire loom, with a number of different connectors on the end that
connects to the Duet. The plug that connects to the hot end is 6-way; the hot end heater uses

two pairs of wires, to carry the current the heater requires. The thermistor uses two wires, as
does the hot end fan. Plug it into the hot end connector. The hot end fan connects directly to the
12V pins, on the separate double row of pins; see picture for correct placement. Take care with
the extruder motor and proximity sensor connections. It is possible to incorrectly connect
these, and short the extruder motor voltage through the proximity sensor connection,
potentially damaging the Duet. Make sure the sensor itself, the black part at the other end from
the pins, is standing perpendicular to the board; they can get bent over in transit. Attach the
proximity sensor to the X carriage to the left of the hot end with the two M2. The proximity
sensor wiring is the longest wiring loom. It has four wires, with the Duet end having two wiring
blocks. Connect the loom. The wire can tuck backwards under the x-rib. NOTE: the sensor has a
polarity; the order of the wires is very important. It should be as the picture, from left to right:
red, yellow, blue, green. The proximity wiring loom can follow the hot end wiring loom; it needs
a loop, to allow the x-carriage to move back and forth along the axis, then back along the x-axis
arm, and through the hook in the extruder drive. The short end of the proximity sensor wire
connects to the Duet board next to the extruder motor. It is important to get the orientation
correct; check the wiring diagram. The proximity sensor is a small PCB, with four pins on the
end of the board. The proximity sensor loom has two connectors. The short wires plug in to a
free endstop connection. You can use either the X endstop pins above the X motor connection ,
or the extruder endstop pins above the extruder motor connection , depending on where the
gap in metal perimeter is. There have been a couple of different versions of the perimeter; the
current version uses the extruder endstop pins as shown in the picture , older versions use the
X endstop pins. The longer wires reach across the board, and plug into two pins in the
expansion header. Check the wiring diagram at the top of the page to see exactly which pins.
Ormerod 2 Share with friends: Facebook Twitter Google Reddit. Secured by. We accept. Cart
Checkout My Account Logout. Username Password Remember Me Lost your password?
Username or E-mail: Log in. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on
our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Read
more. If you have not done so already, use two cable ties to loosely attach the heated bed wiring
to the edge of the y-carriage. This is important; it stops the hot end cable moving at the
connections. You can do this without removing the heated bed. The heated bed wiring connects
to the screw terminal in the left-hand bottom corner of the Duet. Make sure the screw gates are
open before putting the pre-crimped wires into the screw terminals, then tighten firmly. The
thermistor wire plugs into the pins next to the screw terminal. Again, it has no polarity, it can
plug in either way around. If you have a Duet with keyed header pins, it will only go on one way
around. Make sure there is plenty of room for the heated bed wire to move without kinking.
Ignore the y-motor wires, they are fitted in the next section. Take the four motor looms. Each
has connectors that look like this picture. Check the wiring order of the wires in the housings; if
they have been assembled incorrectly, the motor will not run correctly. The Z axis plugs in on
the lowest pins on the Duet. Each axis has 7 pins; 4 for the motor, three for the endstop when
needed. Check with the wiring diagram at the top of the page the orientation of the motor wire,
and the exact pins it plugs into. The next shortest motor wiring loom is for the y-axis motor.
Connect it to the motor and run it between the PSU and the Y axis aluminium extrusion. If you
have the newer PSU Remove the side cover, run the Y motor wires through the PSU assembly.
Leave the side cover off for the moment, as you will run the Y endstop wires through the same
way, in a minute. It connects to the Duet on the next set of pins, above the z-axis. Again, check
with the wiring diagram above to get the correct pins. There are labels for each axis, marked on
the Duet. The extruder motor loom is the longest motor loom. You can run the wire through the
hook of the extruder motor, and back along the x-axis. The y-endstop loom is a two-wire loom.
The two crimps that connect to the microswitch may be uncovered; if so, put heatshrink on
them, as shown. The loom connects to the outer two pins of the microswitch, around the Y axis
belt pulley. Replace the side cover, with the Y motor and Y endstop looms coming through the
gap. Connect it to the pins next to the y-axis motor. Without this, the Duet board will not be
supplied with power without the USB connected! It is important that the shielding makes
contact with ground, by earthing them through the metal case. Each wire has a slot in the case;
bend each cable so it sits in the slot. Make sure that there is not sideways pressure on the
housings, where they are plugged onto the pins of the Duet; they can loose their contact with
the pin, and make a faulty connection. With all of the wires in their slots, attach the enclosure
cover with 4 x M3x12mm cap head screws. There are a number of slots in the cover; make sure
the tabs of the enclosure line up and can pass through. They can be quite tight. The wires on
the x-axis need to be able to move up and down with the z-axis. They can be attached at the
bottom of the Z axis, and cable tied there. Extruder and hot end. The wires clip under the
extruder mounting bracket, and can be cable-tied to the x-axis arm. Make sure there is enough

slack in the hot end wires to allow the x-carriage to move the full length of the x-axis. Loosely
attach the spacer to the spool plate with 3 x M4x16mm button head screws, with the 3 x T-nuts.
The spool-spigot attaches to the top of the spool plate. Drop the M3 nut down the spool-spigot,
and screw the M3x20mm cap head screw in from the other side. This can be fiddly; you can
always do it the other way around, with the M3x20mm cap head screw going into the
spool-spigot, and the nut on the outside. You can adjust the position of the spool mount to
accommodate larger spools. Unfortunately, there is no standard in spool size, so it may not be
able to accommodate all spools! Use just two of the M4x16mm button head screws, and locate
them in the top slot of the Y axis extrusion. This will lift the spigot up and away from the Z axis.
Finally, fit the filament guide tube. This will allow filament to be fed into the extruder drive.
There are three holes in the Z axis upper mount Ormerod Feed one end of the tube into this, and
the other end into the extruder drive. Filament is then fed into the Z upper mount, through the
tube, and into the extruder drive. If you feed filament directly into the drive, without using the
tube, filament may pull on the X axis as it is drawn into the extruder, causing the X axis to
wobble in the Y axis direction. The hot end enclosure covers the hot end wiring connections,
and provides strain relief for the looms. Fold the shield as shown. Fold the motor shields as
shown. The shell of the printer should include the makings of your X, Y, and Z axes. Desktop
Footprint: 11in x 13in x 13in. Maximum Build Space: mm x mm x 80mm. After the mechanical
build of Part 1, we must now move to the electrical design. The first step is to define your power
requirements. Find the datasheets for all your arts and add up their current draw. This is your
absolute minimum power requirement. For a factor of safety, add 30 percent to this number. As
such, I decided to use a 12V 30A power supply, since that would continue to serve the printer
even with the addition of multiple new parts, such as another extruder or heated bed. There are
labeled pins on the board for every component that is used in this tutorial. Therefore, the
RAMPS board is probably the most important part of the electronics and we will begin there.
Some models of the board come assembled, while others require you to solder some
connectors. If the second option applies to you, solder the components to your board until it
resembles Figure 1. Insert 3 jumpers into each of the teal boxes shown in Figure 2 to connect
the vertical headers. Stepper motors move in steps, allowing them to be highly accurate. Insert
the five motor drivers into the female headers above where you put the jumpers earlier. Make
sure the current limiting potentiometers are faced away from the blue D8 to D10 pins. If you do
not set the orientation this way, it could damage the stepper motors. Please refer to below
Figure 5 for the correct orientation. Start by removing the top section of the printer with the
pulleys, motors, and extruder. Separate out the wires from the motors. Also, remove the print
bed support plate, which was put on the z-axis motors. Most stepper motors will come with bare
wire ends. These can either be crimped or, as in the case with this tutorial, soldered with
another wire to facilitate the connection these motors to RAMPS. I soldered the male end of a
wire to the bare wire and used the female end to connect to the header on RAMPS. In the case
of our belt configuration, the two motors on the top plates should be connected to the X and Y
headers. That will be discussed further in the belt configuration step later. The two Z axis
motors should be attached to the headers labeled Z. Check the documentation for your stepper
motors for in which order the wires are connected to the board. For the NEMA 14 steppers used
in this tutorial, the connection order goes black, green, blue, red, with the black wire at the 2B
pin. You may need to flip this polarity if you have set up your z-axis to run in two different
directions. Figure 8 below shows the complete set up for all the motors. Figure 8: Final setup of
stepper motor drivers. The hot end and extruder for your printer should have four sets of wires:
the extruder fan, the extruder motor, the heater, and the thermistor. Figure 11 will show the final
connection of all these components. The extruder fan should be connected to its dedicated
power pins as shown in Figure Your printer may use other fans whose wirings are also shown
below. You will need to solder this connection and trim the wires afterward. The extruder motor
should be connected to the pins labeled E0. RAMPS has an extra header for a second extruder if
you wish to use it in the future. The heater will have bare wires that will need to be stripped and
crimped. The heater then should be connected to the D10 pin. If you would like to connect a
second extruder heater, it would then be connected to the D9 pin. If you would like a heated
printer bed, the heater for this would be plugged into D8. The hot end thermistor should be
connected to pin T0. T1 would connect to a heated bed thermistor. T2 would connect to a
second extruder thermistor. Take out your power supply. For this tutorial, I used an OEM power
supply as shown below, so this tutorial will focus on how to connect that power supply type.
Cut off the end, keeping the female plug end. There should be three wires inside colored green,
blue, and brown. Crimp these wires and connect them to the power supply. The green wire
connects to ground on the power supply. The blue wire connects to L on the power supply. The
brown wire connects to N or neutral on the power supply. Figure Crimped connection of 3 prong

plug. If these are not the colors of your wires, either find the datasheet or use a multimeter to
test the plug. Take four large gauge wires of sufficient length. Strip and crimp on the connectors
on one end of the wire. Figure crimped wires for power connection. You can now start
reassembling the printer. Put the power supply on the floor of the milk crate and strap it down
with Velcro or zip ties. Make sure all the wires are out of the way, then thread the build plate
back
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onto the thread screws. Place the top piece over the top again, making sure all of the wires can
reach RAMPS, which will be placed on the outside of the crate. Strap the control board to the
outside and your printer should look like below. In Part 3 , we will continue to configure some of
its mechanical parts e. Categories Arduino. Tags 3d printer 3d printing Arduino reprap reprap
3d printer. Figure 5: Correct motor driver orientation. Figure 6: Disassembled Printer. Figure 7:
Soldered connection between wires. Figure Extruder connection. Figure Thermistor and heater
connection. Figure OEM power Supply. Figure Three-Pronged Cable. Figure Final Picture of
Power Supply. Figure Printer Reassembled. Lyndsey Mandelare Lyndsey is currently studying
Mechanical Engineering. She has a keen interest in 3D modeling and fabrication. Besides 3D
printing, she also has experience with various microcontrollers. Check us out on Social Media
Facebook Twitter. Receive update on new posts Privacy Policy.

